SUMMARY An efficient, scalable speech recognition architecture combining topic detection and topic-dependent language modeling is proposed for multi-domain spoken language systems. In the proposed approach, the inferred topic is automatically detected from the user's utterance, and speech recognition is then performed by applying an appropriate topic-dependent language model. This approach enables users to freely switch between domains while maintaining high recognition accuracy. As topic detection is performed on a single utterance, detection errors may occur and propagate through the system. To improve robustness, a hierarchical back-off mechanism is introduced where detailed topic models are applied when topic detection is confident and wider models that cover multiple topics are applied in cases of uncertainty. The performance of the proposed architecture is evaluated when combined with two topic detection methods: unigram likelihood and SVMs (Support Vector Machines). On the ATR Basic Travel Expression Corpus, both methods provide a significant reduction in WER (9.7% and 10.3%, respectively) compared to a single language model system. Furthermore, recognition accuracy is comparable to performing decoding with all topicdependent models in parallel, while the required computational cost is much reduced.
Introduction
Speech is a natural communication medium, and is thus an efficient interface for human-machine communications. In recent years, there has been significant growth in the development and commercial deployment of interactive spoken language systems. Applications include spoken dialogue systems for guidance and transactions [1] - [5] , and more recently speech-to-speech translation systems [6] - [8] . To enhance their performance, these systems are specifically designed to operate over limited and definite domains. By limiting operation to a single application task, robust speech recognition can be realized. This approach has led to the development of a large number of spoken dialogue systems. For example, the MIT GALAXY [9] framework has been used to develop the JUPITER [1] , DINEX [2] and VOYAGER [3] spoken dialogue systems, which provide access to weather, restaurant and urban navigation information, respectively.
Limiting operation to a single task domain, however, forces users to make use of several independent systems when they require information from multiple domains (for example, transit information to a particular city, as well as the weather forecast for that city.) For improved usability, systems should operate across multiple domains allowing users to gain the required information quickly and efficiently within a single interaction.
Commercial "Voice Portal" systems provide the simplest spoken language interface for information retrieval over multiple domains. In these systems, a predefined set of "command keywords" are used to traverse an information hierarchy to obtain the required information. This approach only requires the recognition of a limited set of keywords and thus realizes reasonable performance. However, the usability of such systems is limited as users require knowledge of both the system's keywords and information structure before they can effectively use the system. Expert users are not favored, either, as they are forced to traverse the information hierarchy, even when they have full knowledge of the system.
An alternative approach to multi-domain spoken dialogue includes systems developed for the DARPA "Communicator" project [10] , [11] . These systems cover the travel domain allowing users to retrieve upto-date flight schedules, flight pricing, hotel information, and rental car availability. They improve over the "Voice Portal" approach by applying a conversational front-end rather than just keyword recognition. These systems typically adopt a single recognition front-end that provides coverage over all of the sub-domains contained within the system. A similar approach was also applied in [12] for an office assistant spoken dialogue system that operates over a large number of subdomains.
When performing speech recognition over multiple domains, topic-or sub-task-dependent language modeling increases both the accuracy and efficiency of the system. However, current dialogue systems that use multiple topic-dependent language models typically adopt a system initiative approach [13] , [14] where the appropriate LM is applied based on the system's prompt, determined by the dialogue flow of the system. Increased usability can be achieved by allowing users to switch between domains as in [15] , but in this case, users must explicitly state the domain they require before making a query. A multi-domain spoken dialogue system based on this approach would behave as follows. (S stands for system and U for User) S) Welcome In this approach, the number of dialogue turns is unreasonably large due to the overhead required to switch between domains. Rather than explicitly stating which domain is required, the system should automatically detect it from the users' utterance. For this purpose, approaches used in call routing can be applied [16] , [17] . In this study, we propose a recognition architecture combining topic detection and topicdependent language modeling. The inferred domain is automatically detected from the user's utterance, and speech recognition is then performed with an appropriate topic-dependent language model. This allows the user to seamlessly switch between domains while maintaining high recognition accuracy. Based on this approach, the above spoken dialogue system would behave as follows.
S)
Welcome to the Kyoto City Information Portal.
Please query the system on tourist, restaurant or bus information. This approach significantly reduces the number of dialogue turns required. As the domain of each user utterance is automatically detected, the overhead required to explicitly switch between domains is eliminated. Recognition accuracy is also maintained as topic-dependent recognition is applied. An alternative approach for topic dependent recognition is to perform decoding with multiple topic-dependent language models in parallel, however this approach requires large One problem in implementing the proposed architecture is that topic detection errors can occur as it is performed on the recognition hypothesis of a single utterance. These errors may propagate through the system, causing an incorrect topic-dependent language model to be selected and thus resulting in highly erroneous recognition hypotheses. Therefore, a mechanism that provides robustness against topic detection errors is required. For this purpose, we introduce a hierarchical back-off mechanism that applies detailed topic models when topic detection is confident and wider models (that cover multiple topics) in cases of uncertainty.
U)
Previous studies have typically investigated topicdependent recognition on long speech materials such as transcription of news articles [18] , [19] and the Switchboard corpus [20] . In these studies, a large number of utterances were used to perform topic detection, thus detection errors were not considered. Also a rescoring framework was typically used, which provided only a limited gain in recognition accuracy while requiring the generation of a large N-best list, which is computationally expensive. In the proposed approach, we re-perform decoding, applying an appropriate topicdependent language model from the topic detection result in the initial recognition pass. The topic detection result can also be used for other applications, such as improving the back-end translation system performance for speech-to-speech translation [21] .
Language Model Switching Based on Topic Detection
An overview of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1 . Speech recognition is performed in two stages. In the first recognition stage, a G-LM (generalized language model) built from the entire training set is applied and topic detection is performed on the recognition result of this pass. Based on the topic detection result and its confidence, an appropriate granularity of TD-LM (topic-dependent language model) is selected. This TD-LM is then used to re-decode the utterance. As a final fallback, the result of the topic dependent recognition and that of the initial topic in-dependent recognition are compared and the hypothesis with maximum ASR score is selected. (The ASR score is a weighted product of the acoustic and language model probabilities.) This allows the system to back-off completely to the topic-independent G-LM in cases where the TD-LM hypothesis is unlikely. System turn-around time can be reduced by running the current topic-dependent and generalized recognition in parallel and performing re-decoding only when a topic change occurs. The recognition performance of the proposed architecture is dependent on the TD-LMs applied and the accuracy of topic detection. When TD-LMs cover narrow or individual topics, a large increase in recognition accuracy can be gained, however, topic detection errors will also increase. Training LMs for very narrow topics also generally suffer from data sparseness. On the other hand, LMs that provide coverage over wide topics will reduce the gain in recognition accuracy. In this paper, a multi-layer framework is introduced where a hierarchy of LMs is generated that cover an increasing number of topics. Individual topic LMs are applied when topic detection is confident, and in cases of uncertainty, the system backs-off to wider models that provide coverage over multiple or all topic classes.
Topic Detection
Topic detection is performed in a manner similar to that used for call-routing [16] , [17] . Each sentence in the training set was initially manually labeled with a single topic, from a set of pre-defined topic classes T = t 1 , ..., t M . The features used for topic detection consist of word base form tokens (word tokens with no tense information). Appropriate cutoffs are applied to remove those features with low occurrence in the training set. The set of word features for an input sentence is defined by the occurrence counts of each word feature w i , that is W = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w V ) where V is the vocabulary size.
In this study, we investigate two topic detection methods: unigram likelihood, and SVM (Support Vector Machines). Initially, classification models are trained for each topic class. Topic detection is then performed by applying each classification model to the input utterance and selecting the topic with maximum classification score.
Unigram Likelihood Based Topic Detection
In this approach, topic-dependent unigram language models are trained for each topic class. The unigram probabilities p(w i |t j ) are estimated based on the occurrence counts of each word feature w i in the training sentences of that topic t j .
The topic classification score (score UNI (X, t j )) is calculated as log-likelihood of topic t j 's unigram model for the input sentence X, consisting of N words (x 1 , ..., x N ). At recognition, X is the 1-best hypothesis from the initial recognition pass. The topic detection result is the topic with maximum score. Topic detection is performed by comparing the vector representation of the input sentence (X) to each SVM hyperplane. The vector representation W = (w 1 , ..., w V ) is derived by counting word occurrences in the input sentence X = (x 1 , ..., x N ). The topic classification score (score SV M (X, t j )) is calculated as the perpendicular distance between W and the hyperplane (H j ) of topic t j . This value should be positive if W is in-class, and negative otherwise. The detection result is the topic with maximum classification score.
Topic Dependent Language Modeling
The corpus used in this work contains manually assigned topic tags for each sentence. Although these tags can be used directly to train TD-LMs, the resulting models may not be optimal in terms of either perplexity or topic detection accuracy due to subjective definition of labels and inconsistencies between labelers. Thus, each sentence in the training set is re-labeled with the result from topic detection. In the case of unigram re-labeling, initial unigram models are created based on the original hand-labeled topic tags, and each sentence in the training set is relabeled as the topic with maximum classification score. This process of model creation and data re-labeling is repeated until convergence. For SVM re-labeling, this process is done only once. Topic detection models are created directly from the hand-labeled tags, and the training set is then re-labeled using these models. The re-labeling process improves topic detection accuracy and reduces LM perplexity by clustering similar sentences together. TD-LMs are trained based on the new labels. To reduce the effect of data sparseness, each TD-LM is then linearly interpolated with the domain independent G-LM, which is trained on the entire training set. Interpolation weights are selected to minimize the perplexity of a development set which has been re-labeled in the same manner.
Language Modeling Based on Hierarchical Topic Classification
To increase the system's flexibility and robustness, a hierarchical topic back-off mechanism is introduced. In this approach, rather than applying only topicdependent language models that provide coverage over individual topics, a hierarchy of language models is constructed that provides coverage over an increasing number of topics. The topic hierarchy is automatically constructed by clustering together those topics likely to be confused during topic detection. The resulting hierarchy for the SVM case is shown in Figure 2 . The top node (layer-1) corresponds to a topic-independent G-LM that provides coverage over all topics. The lowest layer (layer-3) corresponds to the most detailed models that provide coverage for individual topics. Intermediate nodes in layer-2 correspond to models that cover multiple topics. Intermediate nodes lower in the hierarchy provide coverage for topics more likely to be confused during topic detection. Ascending the hierarchy, the language models become less topic dependent and typically cover an increasing number of topics.
When the topic detection result is confident, increased recognition accuracy can be gained by applying a language model lower in the hierarchy, which is more topic-dependent. In cases of uncertainty, however, the system should back-off to an intermediate model cov- ering multiple plausible topics, or to the topic independent G-LM, rather than selecting a possibly incorrect individual topic. This approach reduces the cases where a topic-dependent language model is selected that does not match the current utterance.
In the following sub-sections, we describe the topic hierarchy clustering algorithm, the inter-topic distance measures used during clustering, and the hierarchy back-off mechanism used to select an appropriate TD-LM at runtime.
Topic Hierarchy Construction
The topic hierarchy is automatically constructed applying agglomerative hierarchical clustering, as described in Table 1 . Clustering involves iteratively determining the closest topic pairs and merging them, until only two clusters remain. The resulting hierarchy is then pruned of outlying models. Those models that realize less than a 10% reduction in perplexity compared to the G-LM are removed from the hierarchy. The resulting hierarchy for the SVM case after pruning is shown in Figure  2 .
During clustering, an inter-topic distance measure related to topic detection confusability is required. This distance measure is dependent on the topic detection method used.
Unigram-based Inter-topic Distance
For unigram-based topic detection, the distance between two topics t i and t j , dist UNI (t i , t j ), is calculated as the normalized log-likelihood based on the training data and unigram models for each topic class (Equation 3.) Normalization is applied to compensate for varied topic class sizes and perplexities.
S i : set of training sentences of topic class t i Fig. 3 Inter-topic Distance for SVM-based Topic Detection
SVM-based Inter-topic Distance
For SVM-based topic detection, the inter-topic distance measure is defined as the average distance between topic t i 's training set (S i ) and topic t j 's SVM hyperplane (H j ) and vice versa (Equation 4). The distance perpendicular to the SVM hyper plane is used as it directly relates to the topic detection score used. 
Hierarchical Language Model Back-off
In the proposed recognition architecture, topic detection involves selecting an appropriate LM from the topic hierarchy. This model is then applied during the topic dependent recognition pass. Model selection is based on a hierarchical back-off mechanism which is dependent on the topic detection method used.
For unigram-based topic detection, unigram models are trained for each node in the hierarchy. Topic detection involves selecting the node in all layers that gives the maximum unigram likelihood.
In the SVM case, an individual topic model is used when the SVM classification score for only one topic is positive. Otherwise, we determine the two topics with the highest topic classification scores, and select their lowest parent node in the hierarchy.
Experimental Evaluation

Evaluation Corpus
The proposed recognition architecture was evaluated on the ATR Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) [23] . This corpus consists of Japanese sentences that Japanese travelers are likely to use or encounter while traveling overseas. An overview of the corpus is shown in Table 2 . In this study, 12 sub-domain topic classes, as described in Table 3 are used. The original corpus consists of a larger set of 15 topic tags, however, very small topic classes (< 2, 000 training sentences) were merged to obtain the above set of topics. For example, the topic classes "restaurant", "snack food", and "drinks" were merged to form the single topic class "eat&drink".
The training set of 168,818 sentences was used for training all language and topic detection models, and for constructing the topic hierarchy. The development set of 10,346 sentences was used to determine the linear interpolation weights applied during TD-LM smoothing. The test set of 1,990 utterances was used for evaluation.
Experimental Setup
Recognition was performed with our Julius recognition engine [24] . For acoustic analysis, 12-dimensional MFCC, energy, and first-and second-order derivatives were computed. The acoustic model applied during recognition was a triphone HMM with 1,841 shared states and 23 Gaussian mixture components set up for 26 phones.
For the baseline ASR system, a topic-independent generalized LM (G-LM) trained on the entire training set was used. On the test set, this baseline model had perplexities of 44.8 (2-gram) and 23.8 (3-gram) and a WER (Word Error Rate) of 8.08%.
Effect of Topic Dependent Language Modeling
First, the effect of topic-dependent language modeling (TD-LM) on test-set perplexity was investigated. We compared three topic labeling schemes: the original hand-labels, re-labeling using unigram topic detection, and SVM-based re-labeling. Based on these labeling schemes TD-LMs were then trained, and the test-set perplexity was calculated (Table 4) . For the baseline G-LM system, perplexities by bigram and tri-gram models were 44.8 and 23.8, respectively. TD-LMs created based on the original handlabeled topic tags provide a 20.2% reduction in perplexity over the single G-LM. This reduction verifies the effectiveness of topic dependent modeling.
Compared to the hand-labeled case, both unigram and SVM-based re-labeling provide a further reduction in perplexity: 29.1% and 27.1%, respectively. This shows the effectiveness of automatic re-labeling. Unigram re-labeling provides lower perplexity than the SVM case, because there is consistency between the log-likelihood score used for topic detection and the perplexity measure. The unigram method also tends to divide the training set more evenly over the 12 topic classes, while SVM re-labeling results in class sizes similar to the original topics. In the unigram case, the smallest topic class contains 5% of the training data, while in the SVM case this is only 1%.
Performance of Topic Detection
Next, the performance of the unigram and SVM-based topic detection methods were compared. The relabeling process was applied to the correct transcriptions of the test set, and the automatically assigned tag is regarded as the "correct" topic of that sentence. Detection accuracy was evaluated by comparing the result when topic detection is applied to the ASR hypothesis to these topic tags. The topic detection error rate for the two methods when only individual topics (layer-1) and when hierarchical back-off (layer-1 or layer-2) was applied are shown in Figure 4 . For the hierarchical back-off case, the topic detection result is correct Both unigram and SVM-based methods achieve high performance with detection error rates of 9.8% and 7.7%, respectively. SVM significantly outperforms the unigram-based method for both the individual topic case (relative reduction of 21.4%) and for the hierarchical back-off case (relative reduction of 14.6%). This indicates that SVM realizes improved robustness against recognition errors. For both methods, the hierarchical back-off mechanism reduces topic detection errors by around 14%. This shows the effectiveness of the backoff mechanism.
Performance of Topic Dependent ASR
The proposed recognition framework was implemented by combining topic detection and TD-LMs. The recognition performance (WER) for the unigram and SVMbased systems when various layers of the topic hierarchy are used are shown in Table 5 . The baseline system applies only the G-LM (layer-1) during recognition.
For reference, the system performance when "oracle" topic detection is applied is also shown. In this scheme, the correct transcription of the input utterance is used for topic detection instead of the ASR result. Applying this approach when only the layer-3 models are applied, relative reductions in WER of 8.9%, and 5.2% are gained over the baseline system for the unigram and SVM systems, respectively. This shows that improved recognition accuracy can be gained by more constrictive, topic-dependent language modeling. Compared to the SVM system, the unigram system had a slightly lower WER. Including the comparison with the layer-1 model (G-LM) further improves recognition accuracy. For around 5% of the utterances, the topic independent G-LM model gave a better recognition hypothesis than the appropriate topic model. As the G-LM is trained over the entire training set, it is less affected by data sparseness than the individual topic models. The inclusion of the layer-2 models using hierarchical backoff provided little improvement in recognition accuracy in the oracle case. Next, we investigate the system performance when TD-LMs are selected based on the topic detection result from the ASR hypothesis in the initial recognition pass. When only the layer-3 TD-LMs are applied, the recognition performance drops below that of the baseline system. This shows that applying an incorrect TD-LM model significantly degrades recognition performance for that utterance. In the SVM case, even a small number of mis-classified utterances (less than 8%) degrades the overall system performance from the baseline. Introducing the comparison with the layer-1 mitigates the effect of topic detection errors. This comparison is vital for effective performance. The inclusion of the layer-2 models selected by hierarchical back-off further improves recognition accuracy. Compared to the baseline system, a relative improvement of around 10% for both systems is gained. This shows that the proposed hierarchy back-off mechanism realizes robustness against topic detection errors caused in the initial ASR pass.
While the unigram method provided a large reduction in TD-LM perplexity and WER for the oracle case, SVM-based topic detection improved topic detection robustness. Both approaches realize comparable recognition performance when combined with the proposed architecture. 
Recognition System
Word Error Rate (%) Next, the performance of the proposed framework is compared with a parallel recognition scheme, which performs recognition in parallel with the layer-1 (G-LM) and all layer-3 TD-LMs. The recognition result with maximum ASR score is output. The recognition performance for unigram and SVM-based TD-LMs combined with the proposed framework and parallel decoding is shown in Figure 5 . Both decoding schemes provide a significant reduction in WER compared to the baseline system. Although similar performance is gained with the two approaches, the proposed framework had a much lower computational cost, requiring only 2 recognition processes, compared to 13 for the parallel system.
Extension to Multiple Topics
In the proposed recognition framework, a single TD-LM is selected based on the topic detection result. This framework can be extended to perform recognition with multiple TD-LMs. In this case, the top m topics with highest topic classification scores are determined by topic detection, and then speech recognition (re-decoding) is performed in parallel with the selected TD-LMs. The recognition results from the G-LM and TD-LMs are finally compared and the hypothesis with maximum ASR score is output. This approach will reduce the number of topic detection errors and improve recognition performance, but incurs increased computational cost compared to the original framework.
The performance of the extended system is shown in Figure 6 for various values of m. As the number of TD-LMs applied was increased, recognition performance was also improved. At m = 3 the system performance was similar to that using the proposed framework with hierarchical back-off (Proposed ). However, at m = 6 the system performance begins to degrade. Since it is not easy to determine the best value of m a-priori, the proposed framework, applying a single TD-LM, offers a reasonable solution and requires only two recognition passes. 
Conclusion
We have presented an efficient speech recognition architecture for multi-domain spoken language systems combining topic detection and topic-dependent language modeling. In the proposed approach, the inferred domain of the user's utterance is automatically detected and speech recognition is then performed with an appropriate topic-dependent language model. To improve robustness against topic detection errors, a hierarchical back-off mechanism was introduced that applies detailed topic models when topic detection is confident, and applies wider models that cover multiple topics in cases of uncertainty. The performance of the proposed architecture was evaluated when combined with unigram and SVMbased topic detection. On the ATR Basic Travel Expression Corpus, both methods provided improved recognition performance compared to a single language model system (relative reductions in WER of 9.8% and 10.3%, respectively). The unigram-based approach provided lower TD-LM perplexity and improved recognition accuracy when the topic was given, however, SVM provided improved topic detection robustness to ASR errors. The overall system performance of both methods was comparable. Finally, in comparison with a parallel approach, the proposed architecture achieves similar recognition accuracy while requiring much less computational cost. Thus, the proposed system realizes more accurate speech recognition in an efficient manner.
